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ABSTRACT
Solar energy is now the cheapest form of electricity in history. Un-
fortunately, signi�cantly increasing the electric grid’s fraction of
solar energy remains challenging due to its variability, which makes
balancing electricity’s supply and demand more di�cult. While
thermal generators’ ramp rate—the maximum rate at which they
can change their energy generation—is �nite, solar energy’s ramp
rate is essentially in�nite. Thus, accurate near-term solar forecast-
ing, or nowcasting, is important to provide advance warnings to
adjust thermal generator output in response to variations in solar
generation to ensure a balanced supply and demand. To address the
problem, this paper develops a general model for solar nowcasting
from abundant and readily available multispectral satellite data
using self-supervised learning.

Speci�cally, we develop deep auto-regressive models using con-
volutional neural networks (CNN) and long short-term memory
networks (LSTM) that are globally trained across multiple locations
to predict raw future observations of the spatio-temporal spectral
data collected by the recently launched GOES-R series of satellites.
Our model estimates a location’s near-term future solar irradiance
based on satellite observations, which we feed to a regression model
trained on smaller site-speci�c solar data to provide near-term solar
photovoltaic (PV) forecasts that account for site-speci�c character-
istics. We evaluate our approach for di�erent coverage areas and
forecast horizons across 25 solar sites and show that it yields errors
close to that of a model using ground-truth observations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Solar power is now the cheapest form of electricity in history. As a
result, the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) projects
that the share of renewable energy from solar and wind in the
electric grid will double to nearly 42% by 2050 with solar energy
poised to account for nearly 80% of this increase [16]. This dramatic
increase in solar energy generation is, of course, critical to miti-
gating the negative environmental and economic consequences of
climate change due to carbon emissions from thermal generators,
which generate energy from burning fossil fuels. Unfortunately,
signi�cantly increasing the grid’s fraction of solar energy, e.g., be-
yond 50%, remains challenging due to its variability, which makes
balancing electricity’s supply and demand more di�cult. While
thermal generators’ ramp rate—the maximum rate at which they
can change their energy generation—is �nite, solar energy’s ramp
rate is essentially in�nite. As a result, to maintain the grid’s fre-
quency and voltage within a narrow range, utilities will require
accurate near-term forecasts of solar energy generation that pro-
vide advance warning of signi�cant changes in solar energy output
to compensate for them, either by adjusting energy’s supply, i.e., by
altering thermal generator output, or its demand, i.e., by reducing
load via demand response.

To address the problem, we develop a general model for near-
term solar forecasting from multi-spectral satellite data using deep
learning. Such near-term forecasting at temporal scales less than
two hours is commonly called nowcasting [32], and has been focus of
study in meteorology and precipitation for over three decades [12].
Many mobile weather apps, such as DarkSky, now include now-
casts of precipitation [3]. However, nowcasting solar generation
is signi�cantly more challenging than nowcasting precipitation,
primarily because surface radars can directly sense precipitation
but not clouds. Thus, our work instead leverages real-time satellite
data from the recently launched GOES-R series of geostationary
satellites, speci�cally GOES-16. The GOES-16 satellite observes the
continental United States across sixteen spectral bands of light, and
generates rich spatio-temporal data at an unprecedented temporal
and spatial resolution: every �ve minutes for every 0.5-2km2 area.
As we discuss, we can accurately infer ground-level solar irradiance
at any location using this spectral satellite data.
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Real-time data from satellites, such as GOES-16, presents an
untapped opportunity for solar nowcasting at global scales using
data-intensive deep learning techniques. Prior work has primar-
ily focused on solar nowcasting using surface-level sky-imagery
data [30, 36, 43, 44], which predicts near-term solar generation
from images of the sky taken at a solar site’s location. Thus, this
technique is “site-speci�c,” and requires specialized hardware to
be deployed at a particular location. In contrast, solar nowcasting
from multi-spectral satellite data can be applied to any location.

Our approach utilizes the intuition that the �rst three spectral
bands of light, corresponding to the visible region, capture infor-
mation about the solar irradiance and cloud cover at any observed
area. As a result, we propose to learn a global deep autoregressive
model, i.e., a model that predicts the next observation in a sequence,
directly from the raw satellite observations to capture the statistical
patterns that are indicative of future solar irradiance.

Our intuition is similar to that of prior work on solar nowcasting
using cloud motion vectors. Clouds are the primary reason solar
sites’ output drops from its clear sky potential, which is largely
deterministic based on the ambient temperature, time-of-day, day-
of-year, and location. While cloud movements are a function of
complex non-linear atmospheric dynamics over long time periods,
their movements are more predictable over short periods [15, 25].
Thus, solar forecasting over long periods, e.g., a few hours to days,
requires Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models [34] that use
physical atmospheric models to account for non-linear dynamics.
In contrast, solar nowcasting over short time periods is simpler to
model due to the larger in�uence of more recent changes.

Speci�cally, prior work on solar nowcasting has focused on
programmatically identifying clouds in satellite or sky images to
determine their size, direction, and velocity [15, 25]. Prior solar
nowcasting techniques use such cloud motion vectors to forecast
solar output based on the direction and velocity of clouds. Our
approach has a similar intuition, but instead of directly identifying
cloud motion vectors for which there is no training data, we train a
deep learning model that takes as input historical spatio-temporal
multi-spectral satellite data of a large region to infer how it changes
over time and space. Changes in this spectral data implicitly capture
cloud movements, as clouds re�ect more light, which satellites
implicitly capture as changes in their spectral data.

Based on our intuition above, we develop self-supervised deep
learning models using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and
long short-term memory networks (LSTM) to forecast the next
satellite spectral values at the solar sites of interest. These models
require historical spectral satellite data over a region surrounding
a particular site as input. We analyze and quantify model accuracy
based on both the amount of temporal data, i.e., how far in the
past, and the size of the region, i.e., how large of a region, used
as input for forecasting 15 minutes in the future. As we show, the
more distant the forecast horizon, the larger the historical data and
spatial region required, and the lower the accuracy. However, there
are rapidly diminishing returns in accuracy improvement, and sig-
ni�cant increases in training time and resources, once the historical
data and spatial region reach a certain size. After generating a spec-
tral forecast, our approach then applies a simpler regression model
to infer a speci�c site’s solar output from its spectral forecast data
obtained from the self-supervised CNN-LSTM model. We compare

our solar nowcasting models with both the accuracy of this regres-
sion model, which infers solar output based on current conditions,
as well as a persistence model that assumes that the future solar
generation remains unchanged over the forecasting horizon, which
also serves as the baseline for comparisons.

Importantly, we condition our analysis above based on the mag-
nitude and frequency of changes in solar energy output at a given
location. Put simply, if a location, such as San Diego, California, is
rarely cloudy, then a simple persistence approach, which predicts
near-term solar output never changes, will be highly accurate. Even
in highly variable climates, solar output often does not change
much over short time periods of 5-30 minutes, which makes simple
persistence models appear highly e�ective. However, accurately
forecasting “big” changes in solar energy output is much more im-
portant for grid operations, as these are the changes that require an
active response. As a result, we speci�cally focus on the accuracy
of forecasting “big” near-term changes in solar power. As we show,
the larger the change in solar output, the larger the improvement
in accuracy between our deep learning approach and others.

Ultimately, the novelty of our work lies in demonstrating how
to leverage the increasing availability of rich satellite data for near-
term solar forecasting by combining, adapting, and extending mul-
tiple existing machine learning approaches. Our hypothesis is that
solar nowcasting using deep learning models trained on multispec-
tral satellite data is both general and accurate, especially at fore-
casting large changes in solar output. In evaluating our hypothesis,
we make the following contributions.
Satellite Data Compilation. We compile a large-scale dataset for
25 solar sites that includes their average solar energy generation,
ambient temperature, and satellite data across 16 spectral channels
for their surrounding region (up to 10km away) every 5 minutes for
a year-long period. We use this dataset to train and test our deep
learning models, and plan to publicly release it.
Self-supervised Models on Satellite Data. We develop self-
supervised deep learning models trained on spectral satellite obser-
vations that use convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and long
short-term memory networks (LSTM) to forecast the future ob-
servations. These models utilize the spatio-temporal observations
across all 25 sites (analyzed in this work) for large-scale training.We
analyze the importance of both spatial and temporal components,
and also compare with other simpler machine learning methods
for such self-supervised modeling.
Solar Nowcasting Models. We demonstrate the utility of self-
supervised models for solar nowcasting, which depend on numer-
ous factors, including solar irradiance and cloud cover. Our ap-
proach uses the forecasted spectral data from a self-supervised
model as input to a separate site-speci�c regression model that
predicts a speci�c site’s solar output 15 minutes in the future from
current spectral satellite data. The regression model incorporates
the e�ect of physical site characteristics, such as module area, tilt,
orientation, and tree cover, on solar output.
Implementation and Evaluation. We implement our models
above in python using Tensor�ow [5], and train them on a GPU
cluster. Given the size of the datasets and complexity of our models,
training each model requires ⇠86 GPU-hours. We evaluate our
approach for di�erent coverage areas and forecast horizons across
25 solar sites, and show that our approach yields errors close to
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Figure 1: GOES-16 (left) and GOES-17 (right) coverage area.
We use GOES-16 satellite data as it observes the continental
U.S. covering all the 25 solar sites considered in this work.

those of a model that uses ground truth observations. We also
qualitatively compare with prior approaches using ground-level
sky imagery, and show that our approach yields similar or better
results without requiring custom hardware. Finally, we show that
our deep learning models are much more accurate at identifying
“big” changes in near-term solar output.

2 BACKGROUND
The GOES-R series of geostationary satellites started launching in
late 2017, and now provides remote sensing data from 16 spectral
channels that comprise di�erent ranges of wavelengths of light, as
well as numerous secondary derived products, such as estimates of
Downward Shortwave Radiation (DSR). Note that solar photovoltaic
(PV) cells only generate power from the �rst 3 of these spectral
channels, which are mostly in the visible range of light. As a result,
our work only trains models on the �rst three spectral channels. As
shown in Figure 1, GOES-16 covers the entire U.S., while GOES-17
provides additional coverage for the Western U.S. and the Paci�c
ocean. Our work uses data from GOES-16 as it covers all the solar
sites in our evaluation dataset. GOES-R data has both high temporal
and spatial resolution, including new spectral readings every 5
minutes for every 0.5-2km2 area in the U.S., and is made publicly
available in near real time. The data is a rich source of information
about the environment that is useful for a wide range of applications.
Solar nowcasting is a particularly compelling application, since
solar energy output correlates directly with the amount of light (of
certain wavelengths) that reaches the ground.

2.1 Prior Work
Traditionally, solar forecasts depend on some measure of cloud
cover to assess the e�ect of clouds on solar output. Cloud cover is
commonly measured by weather stations in units of “oktas,” where 1
okta means that one-eighth of the sky is partially covered by clouds.
Oktas are measured at ground-level using sky mirrors. Unfortu-
nately, oktas are a coarse and imprecise measure of cloud cover that
is typically released by weather stations every hour. In addition,
not every solar site is located near a ground-level weather station
that reports oktas. Thus, even though cloud cover measurements
in oktas are widely available, this data remains an unreliable and
inaccurate basis for solar forecasting.

A better basis for solar forecasting is direct ground-level readings
of solar irradiance. The U.S. operates the Surface Radiation Bud-
get Network (SURFRAD) [7] within the U.S., which measures and
records ground-level solar irradiance at di�erent monitoring sites.

These monitoring sites operate in collaboration with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Unfortunately,
while SURFRAD measurements are precise, they are not widely
available, as there are only eight SURFRAD sites maintained in the
entire U.S. As a result, we also cannot use SURFRAD data as a basis
for solar forecasting models. Finally, NOAA also releases derived
data products from raw GOES spectral data, including Downward
Shortwave Radiation, or DSR [2], which is an estimate of ground-
level solar irradiance.

Unfortunately, satellite-based estimates of DSR are only released
every hour. In addition, DSR is computed using a complex physical
model [1] that is highly sensitive to clouds, and thus inaccurate
under signi�cant cloud cover. As a result, DSR readings are often
not even released during cloudy conditions, when they are most
important for solar nowcasting [1]. Thus, satellite-based estimates
of DSR are also not a reliable basis for solar forecasting. Instead, our
work leverages a ML regression model that infers solar energy out-
put directly from the spectral data, speci�cally using the channels
in the visible range, as the basis for solar forecasting.

Recent work [6, 9–11, 13] has focused narrowly on solar per-
formance modeling—inferring current solar output from current
environmental conditions—but not forecasting. Solar forecasting is
a much more challenging modeling problem, since it must infer, not
only how spectral data correlates with a site’s solar energy output,
but also how the spectral data will change over time based on the
movements of clouds. Accurately forecasting hours, or days, in the
future is challenging because of non-linear atmospheric dynamics
that a�ect cloud movements, and which are not directly captured
by GOES data. Such long-term forecasting on the order of multi-
ple hours or days requires Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP)
algorithms [34], which leverage non-linear physical models of the
atmosphere, and require more inputs beyond spectral satellite data.

On the other hand, near-term solar forecasting from satellite data
is more tractable, since over short time periods, cloud movements
are more heavily impacted by recent phenomenon. As a result, mod-
els that incorporate historical spectral data across a region have the
potential to track changes in the data over time as they move across
a region. Prior work on cloud motion vectors [25, 26] has taken this
approach in identifying clouds and tracking cloud movements to
assist solar nowcasting. However, they largely use physical models,
and do not leverage either the latest multispectral data from GOES-
R or recent advancements in forecasting using deep learning. The
higher resolution data o�ered by GOES-R admits more accurate,
localized, and near-term forecasts compared to prior work based
on coarser and less precise data. Similarly, recent advancements in
deep learning o�er a more automated “black box” approach that
does not require manually calibrating physical models for speci�c
data sources or solar sites.

Finally, another line of research [28, 30, 36, 43, 44] utilizes sky-
images collected from specialized cameras installed directly at a
solar site, which continuously captures images of the sky at high
resolution. Of course, this approach is not applicable to any site
without such a specialized sky-imager. Indeed, prior work on such
methods has only considered a very small number of solar sites, for
instance, a maximum of only 2 solar sites in [28, 30, 36, 43, 44]. In
contrast, our approach uses satellite data that is readily available
for any location, and thus is widely applicable to any location
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Figure 2: Change in solar output from a home and the �rst
three spectral channels at the same location sampled every
15 minutes. The graph shows that changes in solar output
align well with changes in spectral data.

within the GOES-R coverage area, i.e., much of North America. We
evaluate our approach to solar nowcasting on 25 solar sites, which
is an order of magnitude more sites than prior work.

2.2 Basic Methodology
As we discuss in §3, our approach divides the solar nowcasting
problem into two steps: (1) learning a self-supervised model on
raw satellite data across all sites of interest, and (2) modeling the
future solar energy output at a particular solar site by utilizing
predictions from the self-supervised model. The self-supervised
model combines a convolutional neural network (CNN) with a long
short-term memory (LSTM) for time-series forecasting of spatial
multispectral satellite data. CNNs are commonly used for analyzing
spatial imagery. Multi-spectral satellite data across a region of some
size at any moment in time is akin to an image, where the spectral
data is equivalent to a pixel value. In contrast, LSTMs have feedback
connections that make them well-suited for forecasting temporal
data, but cannot be directly applied to spatial data. Thus, combined
CNN-LSTMs are generally useful when the input data has both a
spatial and temporal structure, which is the case for satellite data.

Speci�cally, given a sequence of spectral data covering some area
over some previous time steps, our self-supervised model is trained
to predict the value of the spectral data at the center location, which
corresponds to a solar site’s location, in the next time step. In our
case, we focus on time-steps of 15 minutes. We focus speci�cally
on 15 minutes because currently ⇠11% of the grid’s generating
capacity can be brought online in under 15 minutes [4] to o�set
renewable variations. In addition, this fraction of fast-response
“peaking” generation capacity will need to increase as more solar
and wind are integrated into the grid.

Note that our model is “self-supervised,” since it only makes
use of the raw spectral data to predict subsequent samples in that
datastream, which is already captured by the GOES-16 satellite and
does not require any site-speci�c solar generation data. This is akin
to self-supervised models in machine learning literature, such as
language models [31] that predict the next word in a sentence or
general auto-regressive models that predict future samples in a
sequence [29]. These models can be further specialized to speci�c
supervised tasks of interest.

To enable site-speci�c solar nowcasting, we feed predictions of
the future spectral data at a site’s location from the self-supervised
model to a regression model that infers a site’s solar output from

Figure 3: Cumulative Distribution Function of changes in
solar energy output at 5, 15 and 60 minute frequencies over
one year for a representative solar site.
given spectral data. This regression model incorporates site-speci�c
information that a�ects solar output from ground-level solar irradi-
ance, such as a site’s size, e�ciency, orientation, tilt, and shading
from obstructions, as we discuss in §3.

We evaluate our solar nowcasting models above in §5 across
25 solar sites over a year. Our evaluation particularly focuses on
the accuracy of our models to predict large changes in solar en-
ergy output over short time periods. These are the changes that
are most disruptive to the grid, and other solar-powered systems.
In addition, evaluating solar nowcasting over all time periods ob-
scures the problem, since solar energy output often does not change
much within a 5-15 minute period. As a result, a simple persistence
model that predicts solar output never changes over 5-15 minutes
are highly accurate when averaged over many time periods, even
though they are highly inaccurate, by de�nition, when any change
in solar energy output occurs. Figure 2 illustrates this point by
showing the change in solar output every 15 minutes, as well as
the �rst three spectral channel values, over a day for a particular
solar site. As shown, most of the time, neither the solar output
nor the channel value changes signi�cantly. However, there are
a few times within the day that experience signi�cant changes.
These signi�cant changes are the ones that are most important to
accurately predict. This graph also demonstrates the correlation
between the spectral channel values sensed by the satellite and a
site’s solar output: they tend to rise and fall in tandem, although
the magnitude of the increase and decrease varies over time.

Figure 3 then shows a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of
the change in solar energy generation at 5, 15, and 60minute periods.
This graph shows that, as expected, there are fewer large changes
in solar output at small intervals, and the size of the changes are
generally larger over longer periods. Thus, accurately predicting
the few large changes can be a challenging problem. As a result,
we condition our evaluation in §5 on the accuracy of predicting
changes in near-term solar output above a speci�ed magnitude. In
addition, note that at a 5-minute resolution, close to 80% of the
data (value at 0) exhibit no changes in solar in subsequent time
steps. Thus, we choose a 15-minute interval for our study, which
has more instances (⇠50%) with non-trivial changes in solar.

3 SOLAR NOWCASTING MODEL DESIGN
In this section, we present our methodology for developing a solar
nowcasting model using multispectral satellite data. We �rst de-
scribe our neural network for modelling spatio-temporal satellite
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Figure 4: Overview of our modeling pipeline. We collect multispectral satellite data from 25 U.S. sites. We use sequences of
observations at each site, speci�cally the �rst 3 spectral channels (visualized in the middle), as input to a CNN-LSTMmodel,
which we train to predict the observation at the center (red pin) for the next time step (C + 1). An auto-regressive SVR then takes
the predicted channels and previous solar output, as well as previous temperature, to predict the solar output at next step.

observations, and then describe how to train this model using self-
supervised learning on raw satellite data for forecasting satellite
channel values at any location. Finally, we feed these forecasted
channel values into a regression model that infers a site’s solar
output. Figure 4 provides an overview of our modeling approach
and its two primary stages, which we summarize below.
• Stage 1. Train a general model to forecast the three spectral
channel values–equivalent to a pixel value—in the future for a
site’s location using the three spectral channel values from the
surrounding area, both currently and in the past (§3.1-3.3).

• Stage 2. Train a separate site-speci�cmodel to infer solar output
from the three spectral channel values, as well as the current
solar output and temperature, and feed the forecasted channel
values from Stage 1 to forecast solar output (§3.4).
Given a set of solar sites of interest, we consider an area (or

matrix) ofF ⇥F around each site, and extract the 3 visible channels
of satellite data from the GOES-16 satellite for each element of the
area’s matrix. Note that each location ; within the area is described
by a 3-tuple of channel values. We denote each such 3D image of
dimensions (F ⇥F ⇥ 3) at a location ; observed at instant C as � (;)C .
We then extract a temporal sequence of these images over time
from the satellite, with the target site ; always at the center of the
image as this is a geostationary satellite. This data e�ectively has
four dimensions described by the 2D area (length and width), three
channel values, and time. We vary both the area and the amount
of historical data (or time resolution) that we use for training our
models, as the optimal values depend on a location’s climate and the
target forecast horizon. For example, we could use the previous 4
satellite images for a region of sizeF with an interval of 15 minutes
between images, or the last hour of changes in the spectral data.
Larger areas and longer historical time periods increase the training
data size, which increases the computational overhead of training.
As we discuss, however, there are diminishing returns with respect
to improvements in accuracy as these values increase.

3.1 Spatial Modeling using CNNs
Data from the �rst three spectral channels over an area forms a 3D
image � (;)C that we �rst process using a Convolution Neural Network
(CNN) to extract spatial features from the image. A CNNmodel [24]
is the standard neural network architecture used for modeling
visual imagery and extracting visual features. CNN models are
comprised of trainable convolution �lters and pooling operations
that together extract spatially invariant features from images. We
use multiple layers of convolution �lters followed by max pooling
layers. The exact CNN architecture is described in §4.2. The output
of processing the image with the CNN model is a :-dimensional
feature vector:

E (;)C = ⇠## (� (;)C ;\ )

where \ represents trainable parameters of the CNN model and
E (;)C is the extracted3-dimensional spatial feature vector for location
; at time C . Note that the CNN is trained to extract spatial features
that help model the temporal dynamics of the satellite data as
explained below.

3.2 Temporal Modeling using LSTMs
Short-term forecasting of solar energy generation should also ac-
count for the recent history of changes to solar irradiance at the sur-
face, and how it will evolve in the near term.We use long short-term
memory networks (LSTM) [20] to capture the evolution of the per-
instant spatial features extracted from the CNN over time, which is
crucial for predicting future satellite channel values. The LSTM is a
prominent neural architecture used for modeling sequences of data
and is also often employed in time-series forecasting. LSTMs make
use of both a cell state, which is an internal memory summarizing
the previous history at a given time, and a hidden state, which is
the output of the current time step. Multiple gating mechanisms
update the cell state by combining it with the current input and
the previous hidden state. In our case, the LSTM update at step C is
summarized as:

B (;)C ,⌘ (;)C = !()" (B (;)C�1,⌘
(;)
C�1, E

(;)
C ;q)
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where q are the LSTM trainable parameters, BC is the LSTM cell
state, ⌘C is the hidden state, and E (;)C is the CNN spatial feature
vector at time C for location ; . Thus, recursively reapplying the
same function at every time-step, the LSTM models the evolution
of the input features over time.

After processing a sequence of ) images through the CNN and
LSTM, for instance the satellite imagery over the previous one
hour, the �nal hidden state ⌘) of the LSTM summarizes the entire
sequence. This state is passed through a dense layer with sigmoid
output units to predict the value of the visible channels at the site’s
location for the next step:

⇠̂ (;)
)+1 = f

⇣
,⌘ (;))

⌘

where, is a (3⇥:) matrix with : being the hidden state dimension
and ⇠̂ (;)

)+1 are the predicted values of the 3 channels of satellite at
the next time instant.

3.3 CNN-LSTM Model Training
We train the CNN-LSTM model end-to-end in an auto-regressive
manner. That is, given the sequence of past images we use the
model to compute the predicted values for the next instant and use
mean-squared error with respect to the true future satellite values
as the loss function:

min
\ ,q

’
;,)

���⇠̂ (;)
) �⇠ (;)

)

���2

where ⇠;
) is the ground-truth satellite observations for all 3

channels at time) and location ; , ⇠̂;
) is the prediction from the CNN-

LSTM model, as described above, and k·k represents the euclidean
norm. Note that the prediction is a function of both the CNN spatial
extraction model and the LSTM temporal extraction model, such
that backpropagation optimizes the parameters of these models
to extract features that can predict future observations well. Thus,
usingwidely available satellite data, we train CNN spatial extraction
and LSTM temporal models to capture the dynamics of the multi-
spectral satellite data. Note that, in our evaluation, we only train
one global model by combining satellite data across multiple sites.
This enables modeling of shared statistical properties across sites
rather than over�tting to the peculiar characteristics of any single
site. In addition, as discussed below, this approach also provides
a large amount of data for learning a useful CNN-LSTM model,
which typically are not accurate when trained on small datasets.

The drawback of global modeling is that it does not account
for unique aspects of any speci�c location’s climate. A local model
trained only on data from a speci�c location is capable of identifying
unique attributes of a location’s climate to improve accuracy. For
example, in some locations, winds may typically move west to
east, while in others, they may typically go in the other direction.
However, training our models requires a signi�cant amount of
data, and, since the GOES-R satellites only began releasing data
a few years ago, there is not yet a large volume of data available
for training and testing on any single location. A global model is
also bene�cial because it does not require re-training, and can be
applied to any location.

3.4 Nowcasting Solar Energy Output
As shown in Figure 2, GOES spectral data highly correlates with
solar irradiance at the surface, which enables accurate inference
of solar energy output via machine learning models trained on
historic generation data using GOES spectral data as input. We
can leverage this relationship for solar forecasting by inferring
future solar generation from the forecasted spectral values by our
CNN-LSTM model.

That is, given a trained CNN-LSTM model that can generate fu-
ture satellite observations at a given site, we leverage these predic-
tions in a model for solar energy forecasting at any solar installation
site of interest. We leverage this relationship between visible bands
and solar irradiance by considering the following auto-regressive
model for forecasting near-term solar output:

% (;)
C+1 = 5 (% (;)

C ,⇠ (;)
C+1,)

(;)
C ) (1)

where %C is the solar energy generated,⇠
(;)
C are the satellite channel

values and ) (;)
C is the temperature at time C . 5 (·) is a regression

model, such as support vector regression (SVR), that models the
relationship between the input and output variables using historical
data. Temperature is an important component of solar generation
as solar e�ciency is sensitive to temperature [13]. Note that we use
⇠ (;)
C+1 instead of⇠

(;)
C in (1). Note that we do not include a forecasted

temperature as an input since i) temperature does not change signif-
icantly over short time periods, e.g., 15 minutes, and ii) temperature
forecasts are typically not released at 15 minute resolutions. A ma-
jor component of change in %C+1 from %C is captured in the change
in ⇠C+1 from ⇠C . This complex relationship is modeled using our
CNN-LSTM model, described above, which predicts an estimate
⇠̂ (;)
C+1, which is an estimate of true channel values at C + 1 for the

auto-regressive model in (1).
The regression model for solar nowcasting in (1) is trained using

current satellite observations. That is, 5 (·) is trained using the
ground-truth satellite observations at C +1 time-step (⇠ (;)

C+1), historic
solar output at the location ; , and the historic temperature data at
location ; . This step does not require the use of the CNN-LSTM
model, and is necessary to train an accurate auto-regressive model
that, given true satellite observations, can accurately infer future
solar energy output. Once the regression model is trained, instead
of using true future satellite observations, which are unavailable,
we replace them with estimates from the CNN-LSTM model (⇠̂ (;)

C+1)
to compute the forecast.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Satellite Data and Solar Sites
GOES-16 multispectral data is made publicly available by NOAA as
netCDF �les hosted on Amazon S3 buckets. We recursively down-
load the data for each date each year along with the description of
the data product, bucket, domain, and the satellite name. The size of
each 5 minute netCDF �le is in the range of ⇠75MB, which requires
nearly 16 terabytes to store two years of data from a single GOES-R
satellite. Each 5 minute �le includes data across 16 spectral bands
covering the entire American subcontinent. To minimize storage
requirements, we �lter each �le as we download it to extract only
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the relevant spectral channel data for the speci�c area around our
site locations of interest, and discard the rest.

The netCDF �les for our multispectral data require some process-
ing to �lter out the data for the location of interest. Speci�cally, we
implemented python modules to read the goes_imager_projection
variable to convert (G,~) degree coordinates for latitude and longi-
tude to radians. We then search the �le for the latitude-longitude
pair that is closest to our location of interest. Since the GOES satel-
lites are geostationary, their rotation matches that of the Earth,
enabling us to look at the same part of the �le each time. Thus, we
read a single netCDF �le and �rst create a list of the closest latitude-
longitude pairs using the Vincenty formula [40], which calculates
the distance between two points on the surface of a spheroid. This
step reduces computational resources, since it eliminates the need
to repeat this process for each 5 minute �le.

Our evaluation uses data from 25 U.S. solar sites across two years.
Speci�cally, we extract satellite data for the continental U.S. in 2019.
We restrict our modeling to a 10 ⇥ 10 window around each of the
25 solar sites, which constitutes the training data for the CNN-
LSTM model for computational e�ciency. The 10 ⇥ 10 window
covers an area of approximately 10km2. We average observations
across a 15-minute window, which reduces the sequence length
for modeling and the noise in the data by reducing the number of
missing observations and sensor errors. The solar sites we use in
this work are shown in Figure 4, and are uniformly spread across the
continental U.S., including both coasts and the central regions. Since
solar forecasting is only relevant during the daytime, we restrict
our satellite data to be from 9am in the morning to 5pm in the
evening based on the local time of each solar site. This yields more
than 300,000 5-step sequences of 10 ⇥ 10 images (with 3 channels)
at intervals of 15 minutes.

We use 5-fold validation in all of our experiments, splitting by
day so that test sets include entire days held out for evaluation. This
is done for both types of evaluation: evaluating channel prediction
models and evaluating end-to-end solar nowcasting. Table 1 shows
the training, validation, and test split of the satellite observations
used in this work. Solar generation data from the energy meters for
the same 25 sites and temperature data from the weather station
are obtained for years 2018-19. We also restrict our generation data
to be from 9am to 3pm each day, which is the peak duration of
solar generation. Finally, given our dataset’s scale, training the full
CNN-LSTM model on a 10⇥ 10km2 area with 4 previous time-steps
of historical data requires ⇠86 GPU-hours. However, the inference
time for prediction is much less than the 5 minute interval between
satellite data readings. Speci�cally, for our model implementation
which is not expressly optimized for latency, the inference time is
only 72ms. Thus, while our model takes signi�cant resources to
train, it can be used for predictions in real time.

4.2 Model Hyper-parameters and Metrics
Our CNN model includes 2 blocks of convolutions, where each
block contains 2 convolution layers with 32 �lters of size 3 ⇥ 3 and
ReLU activation followed by a max-pooling layer of size 2⇥2. These
layers are followed by two dense layers with hidden dimension
: = 256 and ReLU non-linearity between layers. We use a one layer
LSTM that takes these 256 dimensional inputs and has a hidden

Data Sets Number of points Number of days in a year
Training 236375 262
Validation 27040 30
Testing 65258 73

Table 1: Total number of sequences as well as the number
of days of the year that comprise training, validation and
testing for the CNN-LSTM model.

state dimension of 64. Hyper-parameters for this and the other ML
models we consider, speci�cally decision tree and random forest,
were determined using the validation set.

We use two metrics to evaluate the performance of our channel
forecasting models and end-to-end solar forecasting models. Our
�rst metric is the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), which
quanti�es the average percentage across time.

"�%⇢ =
1
=

=’
C=0

|�C � %C
�C

| "�⇢ =
1
=

=’
C=0

|�C � %C |

Here, �C and %C represents the actual and predicted values.
MAPE, which is often used to quantify the performance in prior
work [42], is an intuitive metric and is comparable across solar
sites of di�erent installation sizes and con�gurations, which each
have a di�erent maximum generation. However, MAPE is highly
sensitive to periods of low absolute solar generation and thus can
be signi�cantly a�ected by small absolute errors during periods of
low generation. Thus, we also use mean absolute error (MAE) to
quantify the error in channel modeling given that the �rst three
channels are re�ectance values strictly in the range of 0 to 1. In
this case, similar to MAPE, the MAE of channel predictions are also
comparable across locations and time. Speci�cally, when assessing
the accuracy of spectral channel predictions, MAE is similar to
MAPE, since the channel values are bounded between 0 and 1. That
is, an MAE of 0.15 essentially means an error of 15% of the total
range. In our graphs, we plot MAE⇥100 unless otherwise stated.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our proposed CNN-LSTM for deep
auto-regressive modeling on satellite data and its accuracy for
end-to-end solar nowcasting. First, we evaluate the e�cacy of the
CNN-LSTM model for predicting future values of satellite channels
for a given location. We consider our evaluation along spatial and
temporal axes, as well as consider alternative ML models. Then, we
utilize our trained CNN-LSTM model for solar nowcasting at each
site, and quantify its accuracy. We use the following terminology
throughout the evaluation:

Persistence Model: Since all of our models predict values for the
next instant, typically 15 minutes in the future, a natural baseline is
one that assumes there will be no change in the predicted quantity,
which is generally called a persistence model. As discussed earlier,
solar output often changes in small, abrupt bursts and thus a large
fraction of the time there is negligible change in near term solar
output (see Figure 3). Thus, improving the persistence model’s
prediction’s is challenging, and serves as an important baseline.

Note that weather forecasts, i.e., released by the National
Weather Service in the U.S., are based on numerical weather
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Tolerance % of points C01 % of points C02 % of points C03
0 100 100 100
0.01 65.24 68.33 80.56
0.02 47.32 49.95 64.54
0.05 22.0 24.34 35.39
0.10 8.38 9.63 13.29

Table 2: Variation in number of data points with respect to
di�erent tolerances for di�erent channels.
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Figure 5: MAE for the di�erent ML models we evaluate in
predicting the next spectral channel value 15 minutes in the
future. The CNN model yields the lowest error.
prediction models that have temporal and spatial resolutions
that are too coarse for direct comparison. Speci�cally, typical
weather forecasts are released at hourly (or coarser) resolutions
and typically cover regions larger than 10 ⇥ 10km2. As a result,
using these forecasts for 15-minute-ahead predictions is equivalent
to using the persistence model above.

Tolerance: Since, over the year, changes in solar energy
potential (and hence satellite observations) over short periods,
such as 15 minutes, are often negligible, we conduct our analyses
subject to varying thresholds of changes in solar. That is, we
de�ne a tolerance X and consider only points G8 where subsequent
changes were at least X : {G8 | |G8�1 � G8 | � X}. We evaluate all
models over a range of di�erent values of X to provide a sense of
how they perform over both small and large sudden changes in
solar. Table 2 lists the fraction of points in the validation data for
each tolerance value considered.

Forecast Skill Score: We also use “forecast skill score” (SS) to
compare the performance between various methods, which is com-
monly used in prior work [42, 43] and given by:

(( =

 
1 �

Eprediction
Ebaseline

!
⇤ 100%

Here, E is the error metric used to evaluate the performance for
every model. If the prediction model performs equally well as the
baseline model, the skill score will be 0. A higher skill score thus
means that the prediction model outperforms the baseline model.
We will use the skill score to compare the performance between
di�erent models. In this work, for the skill score, our baseline is
always the persistence model discussed above.

5.1 Evaluating ML models for spatial modeling
In this section, we consider di�erent choices of ML models for spa-
tial modeling and evaluate their utility compared to using a CNN.
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Figure 6: MAE for models trained and evaluated at di�erent
time intervals. At larger intervals (30-60minutes) forecasting
becomes increasingly more challenging.

We also consider the size of the spatial area and its e�ect on pre-
dicting future channel values. For this purpose, we consider three
standard ML models: (1) Decision Tree, (2) Random Forest, and (3)
Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs). Note that we only analyze
next step predictions given current data, i.e., a lag-1 time-series
models, and consider longer history temporal modeling in the next
section. We only show results for channel 1 to avoid repetition as
results for the other two channels are qualitatively and quantita-
tively similar. To train our decision tree and random forest models,
we �atten the F ⇥F spatial satellite observation into a vector of
sizeF ⇤F that is input to the model.

Figure 5 shows the mean absolute error (MAE) for all three
models at di�erent tolerances. As mentioned earlier, all models
are trained over a 10 ⇥ 10 area around each solar site and predict
the satellite observations in the next 15 minutes. The point of this
graph is to show how the accuracy of a deep learning approach
improves relative to that of simpler non-spatial models as the size
of the subsequent change increases. At 0, which represents all of
the data points, the CNN model is only marginally better than
the other models. However, this occurs primarily because most
of the time there are only small changes in solar over short time
periods, as evident from the low error of the persistence model. As
we increase the size of the changes we examine, we see that the
persistence model’s predictions, which assume the past is the same
as the future, become increasingly worse, while the CNN model
remains the best and improves over the others by a large margin.

Figure 6 then shows the e�ect on forecast error formodels trained
and evaluated at intervals of 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes. We use the
random forest model for this evaluation, since training a CNN for
every setting is expensive. As expected, predicting further into the
future is less accurate, since more changes occur. This discrepancy
in accuracy is most evident at 0 tolerance when we include all the
data points. This occurs because there are few changes in solar
output over 5 minutes on average, while on average there are much
more signi�cant changes over 60 minutes, including changes due
to movement of the sun in the sky. As we increase the tolerance to
assess the accuracy of predicting larger changes, as expected, the
error increases. However, interestingly, the discrepancy in error
actually decreases. That is, the error in predicting a large change 30-
60 minutes in the future is more similar to predicting a large change
5-15 minutes in the future. This result highlights that accurately
predicting large changes in solar output is challenging even over
small forecast horizons.
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Figure 7: E�ect of spatial area on forecastMAE. Using a larger
area improves the forecast for all models with CNN trained
using a (10 ⇥ 10) area yielding the lowest error.
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Figure 8: CNN-LSTM performance at forecasting next instant
channel values. Compared to not using previous temporal
history (CNN one step), CNN-LSTM leads to signi�cant error
reduction on predicting large changes (tolerance> 0) and
retains overall better performance compared to persistence
model (tolerance= 0).

Figure 7 then compares the e�ect of using di�erent sizes of the
spatial area, focusing speci�cally on the two best models from
Figure 5. We train models with areas of 1⇥ 1 (i.e. just the site), 3⇥ 3,
5 ⇥ 5 and 10 ⇥ 10. The graph shows that increasing the spatial area
around the site used by the model results in a large improvement
in accuracy. We see that using a 10 ⇥ 10 area yields the best result,
and is more accurate than not considering any surrounding area
from the site (1 ⇥ 1). Moreover, using the CNN model results in
much better spatial processing and improved results over variants
of random forests.
Key Points. Our CNN model is more accurate than the other models
with the di�erence in accuracy becoming much more pronounced as
the magnitude of the changes in channel value increases (Figure 5).
We also show that the model error is sensitive to both the forecast
horizon (Figure 6) and the spatial area (Figure 7).

5.2 Evaluating Joint CNN-LSTM Models for
Spatio-Temporal Modeling

We next add an LSTM model on top of the 10 ⇥ 10 area CNN
model and utilize the previous timesteps as input to the CNN-LSTM
model. In this case, we use 4 steps, which means we train the model
on a dataset that includes the 4 previous 10 ⇥ 10 spatial regions,
corresponding to the past 1 hour of spatial observations. The overall
results are shown in Figure 8, comparing the CNN-LSTM model
with a single step CNN model using a 10 ⇥ 10 spatial area. The use
of the LSTM model signi�cantly improves the results in terms of
accurately predicting large changes. Similar to the previous graph,

when evaluating across all of the data where the tolerance is 0, the
improvements over a single step CNN are not signi�cant, since most
of the time there are only small changes in solar output. However,
the advantage of the CNN-LSTM becomes apparent when we focus
on predicting any signi�cant change larger than 0, i.e., a tolerance
�0.01. As we increase the tolerance threshold, we observe that our
model that covers a 10 ⇥ 10 area and combines a CNN-LSTM leads
to increasingly larger reductions in errors.

We next evaluate the performance of CNN-LSTM variants in
forecasting next time instant channel values. We explore the follow-
ing temporal variants: CNN using a 1-step static image, CNN-LSTM
using a 1-step static image, and a CNN-LSTM using 2, 3, and 4 steps
of images in the past. Figure 9 shows our results compared with the
persistence model predictions. Incorporating multiple steps of in-
formation in our CNN-LSTM is better than using the current static
image for forecasting, showing the utility of a deep auto-regressive
approach. We �nd that using 3 or 4 steps, i.e., 45 minutes or 60
minutes in the past, perform comparably. This is likely due to the
fact that clouds from outside our 10 ⇥ 10 area have time to move
over our sites within 45-60 minutes. Incorporating more historical
data likely requires increasing our spatial area. Notably, though,
using even just 2 past time steps leads to a marked reduction in
error. This signi�es that our model is able to infer temporal changes
in the satellite data, such as cloud movement, for better predictions.
Key Points. Extending our CNN model with an LSTM further im-
proves accuracy by considering historical data, especially for larger
changes (Figure 8). The marginal improvement in accuracy dimin-
ishes when using more than 30 minutes (2 steps) of historical data
(Figure 9), likely because clouds from outside our 10 ⇥ 10km2 spatial
area move into it within 30 minutes.

5.3 End-to-End Solar Nowcasting
Our primary goal is to leverage the spectral channel predictions
above to perform end-to-end solar nowcasting at a solar site. In this
section, we evaluate the utility of our prediction models for this
purpose. Since we want a clear comparison of the bene�t of using
the self-supervised CNN-LSTM model for solar nowcasting, we use
the CNN-LSTM model as a �xed model for solar nowcasting. That
is, after the self-supervised learning on raw satellite observations,
this model is �xed and not trained further on any site-speci�c data
from a solar site. This enables us to decouple the contribution of the
predictions from the self-supervised model in solar nowcasting–if
the predictions are useful, it will improve nowcasting results over
using a persistence model’s predictions. Moreover, this enables
faster computation and cheaper memory overhead as the expensive
CNN-LSTM model is not trained on each of the many solar sites.

We use the SVR auto-regressive model, discussed in 3.4, to
forecast 15-minute ahead solar energy generation. We consider 4
di�erent models to evaluate our forecast at time C :

• Solar Persistence Model: a simple past-predicts-future baseline
that predicts the solar energy output in the next time step
remains the same and does not change;

• CNN-LSTM-SVR: an SVR model using the predictions of our
CNN-LSTM, which include the forecasted channel values from
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Figure 9: Comparison of CNN-LSTMmodels using varying
amounts of previous temporal information. Note that using
3-4 steps is better than using lesser steps. There is a marked
reduction in error when using more than 1 step in the model.

past values (⇠C�1,⇠C�2,⇠C�3) using the self-supervised CNN-
LSTM model;

• SVR(⇠C�1): using the persistence model on satellite observa-
tions,⇠C�1, as the forecast input to SVR instead of CNN-LSTM
forecast, this should be an upper-bound on the error only if
the CNN-LSTM model produces useful forecasts;

• SVR(⇠C ): this is a lower-bound on the error that uses the
ground-truth satellite observation at the future instant and is
not a feasible forecast as ⇠C is unavailable ahead of time.

Note that SVR(⇠C ) uses the current satellite observations to make
predictions. This is a lower-bound on the error of the model given
a particular site with some historical data when using SVR auto-
regressive models. Estimates of satellite channel values ⇠̂C from a
model using a previous time instant’s observations will be useful if
they lead to an accuracy that is closer to the performance of using
the actual observations. Similarly, SVR(⇠C�1) corresponds to using
a persistence model’s predictions as the future satellite channel
estimates, assuming no change in values, and serves as an upper
bound on the error. A model’s error should be below this value for
it to be useful for solar nowcasting.

Figure 10 shows our result for two scenarios: only over summer
months and over the whole year. We include both scenarios, as
typically forecasting is less challenging over summer months, due
to largely sunny days, and more di�cult over the rest of the year,
due to a higher frequency of rain, clouds, and snow. As shown,
the performance of forecasting solar using our CNN-LSTM is close
to using the ground truth channel values from the future in the
model, an upper-bound, and hence shows that the approach is
useful and accurate for solar forecasting. We have further split the
performance of these models into the percent changes between
successive solar generation values, as shown on the x-axis, where 0
means any change and includes all the values, whereas N% means a
change of at least N% in subsequent values.We can also compare the
results in the left and right plots of Figure 10 in that they both show
similar trends but only di�er in the MAPE, which is higher for a full
year and slightly lower across the summer months. Interestingly,
we �nd these models are not signi�cantly worse over non-summer
months, which indicates that they capture rich spatio-temporal
phenomenon from the satellite data for accurate modeling.

Skill score is a popular metric used to understand the perfor-
mance of solar forecasting models. For solar nowcasting, the persis-
tence model is the default baseline model that is used in prior work
[28, 37, 42, 43]. Figure 11 shows the average of the skill score across
all the 25 sites at di�erent tolerances. In addition, we show the
distribution of the number of data points available for evaluation
at the various tolerances through a histogram. We can see that the
solar nowcasting model improves over the persistence baseline,
yielding an average skill score in the range of 14-19%. We see that
over a full year, the skill score improves as we increase the tolerance
of subsequent changes and then drops a bit at predicting very large
changes of more than 5%. Interestingly, skill score is consistently
high at predicting very large changes during summer months.

Figure 12 then shows the distribution of forecast skill across
the 25 solar sites. We can see that the skill varies widely across
solar sites, from 14%-27% across the 25 sites. These variations are
expected as di�erent sites have di�erent characteristics that con-
tribute to inaccuracy, including di�erences in installation capacities,
shading from nearby buildings or trees, and widely di�erent cli-
mates, e.g., sunny versus rainy and snowy. In particular, note that
prior work on solar nowcasting using sky-camera imagery has
found that state-of-the-art nowcasting models using deep learning
have a skill in the range of 10%-20% [28, 37], as evaluated on only 1
or 2 solar sites, which is typical in prior research on sky-camera
nowcasting. The results in Figure 12 indicate that our results are
competitive or better, while our approach is muchmore scalable and
cost-e�cient, as it does not require installing specialized hardware
at every solar site.
Key Points. Our approach for end-to-end solar nowcasting has i)
a low error overall and is increasingly more accurate at predicting
large changes compared to our baseline methods (Figure 10) and ii) a
forecast skill score that is near or better than prior work that performs
solar nowcasting by analyzing ground-level sky-imagery (Figure 11).

6 RELATEDWORK
Forecasting solar energy output is akin to forecasting solar irra-
diance, since the former strongly correlates with the latter [33].
Numerical Weather Predictions (NWP) algorithms [14, 17, 27, 38],
which mostly leverage physics-based modeling, are often used for
solar irradiance forecasting. These physics-based models are most
appropriate for forecast horizons on the scale of hours to days, and
not near-term forecasts on the scale of minutes to an hour [19, 42].
Over long-term horizons, the complex and non-linear evolution of
climate patterns can be di�cult to model, requiring knowledge of
climate processes and the history of many atmospheric events over
time that can cause subtle changes in their movement and intensity.

In contrast, at shorter time scales of 5 to 60 minutes, machine
learning approaches have the potential to implicitly model local
changes directly from observational data [35, 42]. While there has
been recent work on analyzing images from ground-based sky
cameras [30, 36, 43, 44] for near-term solar forecasting, it requires
installing additional infrastructure at each site. Another alterna-
tive is based on estimating cloud motion vectors [15, 25, 26] from
satellite images, however ML approaches that more directly model
solar irradiance tend to perform better [9, 23]. Our approach di�ers
from recent approaches in solar nowcasting by forecasting solar
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Figure 10: End to end solar forecasting on 10x10 km area, averaged over 25 solar sites over 15 mins. Performance for summer
months (May-September) is shown on left and for the full year on the right. Using the predictions from the CNN-LSTM model
leads to solar output forecasting with error close to that of using the current satellite observations. Compared to precision
model forecasts, this approach is consistently better, especially at predicting when there will be large changes in solar (� 5%).
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Figure 12: Forecasting skill score of all the 25 solar sites at
5% tolerance for the full year.

irradiance values from multispectral satellite data using a combined
CNN-LSTM, which can forecast changes in spatial features over
time. We then combine these solar irradiance forecasts with a model
that predicts a site’s solar output from solar irradiance.

Our approach is self-supervised in that we directly use abundant
satellite data for modeling. Such methods have gained increasing
popularity in computer vision recently [22]. While self-supervised
methods have been widely successful, their application to remote
sensing have been limited and their application speci�cally to solar
modeling have not been explored in prior work. Jean et al. [21] sim-
ilarly uses self-supervised learning over Landsat images, although
their approach is designed for classifying geographical regions and
not directly applicable to solar nowcasting. Vincenzi et al. [41] re-
constructs visible bands from other bands in a colorization task
to learn useful representations for land cover classi�cation. Re-
lated to our work, Ayush et al. [8] uses temporal information for
constructing positive-negative pairs for classi�cation of remote
sensing data. However, unlike our approach, the authors ignore
complex spatio-temporal dynamics and auto-regressive modeling,
which are more crucial for forecasting. Recently, parallel work [32]
utilized generative modeling on radar data for precipitation now-
casting using generative adversarial networks. Compared to this,

we focus on a di�erent application of solar nowcasting and are able
to demonstrate the utility of a simpler model for this application
where directly predicting the next instant values is su�cient, as
they directly correlate with solar irradiance [10], and do not neces-
sitate requiring a complex discriminator for learning, as in GAN
models [18]. Finally, our work relates to auto-regressive language
models, which predict the next word given previous words and
have been highly successful for natural language processing [31].

7 CONCLUSION
Our work shows how to apply deep learning to multispectral satel-
lite data to forecast short-term changes in solar output. We pro-
pose deep auto-regressive models that combine CNN and LSTMs
trained in a self-supervised manner on abundant satellite data
from GOES-R satellites. Such self-supervised training captures rich
spatio-temporal dynamics that help improve solar nowcasting and
is readily applicable to any solar site of interest, that is captured by
the GOES-R satellites, without requiring any specialized hardware,
as in prior work. We evaluate our approach for di�erent coverage
areas and forecast horizons across 25 solar sites. Our results demon-
strate that 15 minute forecasts using our approach have an error
near that of a solar model using current weather and have forecast
skill that is comparable with highly localized methods that require
the installation of specialized sky cameras.

While this is a promising �rst step, we believe there is much
progress to be made in this area, as self-supervised learning is a
promising approach for rapid progress in this domain due to the
abundant availability of rich satellite data. Our self-supervised learn-
ing approach itself can be improved by exploring longer contexts –
both in input and output, spatially and temporally – through more
sophisticated recent neural networks, such as Transformers [39]
which can model longer range dependencies. In addition, including
other features, such as time-of-day and cloud location, and train-
ing local models based on the unique weather patterns of speci�c
locations has the potential to further improve accuracy.

Finally, while solar nowcasting is our primary focus, the self-
supervised models we develop are also generally useful for many
other applications, such detecting anomalies, e.g., wild�res, fore-
casting cloud cover, and precipitation nowcasting.
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